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Prime Suspect
Saad Ameer Butt, 28, is one of two men being sought for the brutal killing of Mayra Zulfiquar in
Lahore but police in Pakistan confirmed to MailOnline that he is the chief suspect.
First pictures of prime suspect in murder of a British law graduate in Pakistan
As crime series Prime Suspect celebrates its 30th anniversary, creator Lynda La Plante reveals how
she'd like to bring DCI Jane Tennison back ...
Prime Suspect: Lynda LaPlante shows no signs of slowing down
Former Detective Chief Inspector Jackie Malton, 70, was speaking in new BBC documentary series
Bent Coppers, which tells the story of corruption in the Metropolitan Police in the 1970s.
'I was vilified for doing the right thing': Scotland Yard DCI who inspired Prime Suspect
fights the tears as she recalls moment she entered the canteen and 'everybody' walked
...
Gardai nabbed a prime suspect for the brutal axe murder of a pensioner - when he slipped back into
Dublin to ensure medical care for a sick relative. The suspect fled to Northern Ireland after the ...
Gardai nabbed prime suspect for murder of pensioner at Cork Street flats when he
slipped back into Dublin to help sick relative
MADELEINE McCann cops have been handed “significant” new information in the hunt to find her on
prime suspect Christian B. It comes ahead of Madeleine’s 18th birthday later this ...
Madeleine McCann cops receive ‘significant’ new info on suspect Christian B ahead of
her 18th birthday
New information on suspect Christian Brueckner relate to the period in the late 1990s and early
2000’s when he lived in Germany and the Algarve ...
Madeleine McCann case has new leads on suspect Christian Brueckner before missing
child's 18th birthday
Residents of the San Riva Apartments on Liberty Lane in Ahwatukee watched apprehensively April
28 as Goodyear police swarmed into the complex’s parking lot.
Female slay suspect takes her life in Ahwatukee
Police Bureau of Investigation on Wednesday handed over the charge-sheet in the case filed over
alleged custodial death of Raihan Ahmed to Sylhet court ...
PBI charges 6 cops, including prime suspect Akbar
The complaints date back several years and the prime suspect is said by insiders to be a conductor.
The DR Girls’ Choir is made up of 50 young women aged 15 to 22.
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Conductor is suspect in Danish sex claim
The main suspect in the abduction of Madeleine McCann is set to be charged with the 2004 rape of
an Irish tour rep. In June last year police identified 43-year-old German Christian Brueckner, a ...
Prime suspect in Madeleine McCann case set to be charged with 2004 rape of Irish 20yo
Line of Duty series six draws to a close on Sunday with it heavily hinted 'H' will finally be exposed
on the BBC crime drama - with fans picking apart the new trailer ...
Line of Duty prime suspects for 'H' from Kate Fleming to Philip Osborne after explosive
trailer
Millions will be tuning in at 9pm on Sunday to find out exactly which copper is 'bent' as series six
ends with a bang.
Line of Duty's six prime suspects for 'H' or 'Fourth Man' ahead of tonight's finale
The sure-to-be explosive conclusion to the sixth series of must-watch drama Line of Duty hits our
screens tonight and you have told us who you think will be unmasked this evening ...
Line of Duty fans' prime suspects for which copper is 'bent' ahead of show finale
"Mare of Easttown" has introduced HBO viewers to a town in which anyone could be the killer over
the last three episode. Here are all the possible killers of Erin.
'Mare of Easttown': All the Suspects in Erin's Murder
Andrew Hawkins, 41, is accused of fatally shooting Leon Vega outside a church at E. 154th St. and
Elton Ave. in Melrose on Oct. 22.
Bronx murder suspect busted in North Carolina surrenders
No one who knew Calautti professionally was surprised that his life ended the way he lived it. At the
time of his murder, Calautti was the prime suspect in a half-dozen murder investigations in the ...
Hit man Sam Calautti was gunned down at a GTA stag party. He was the prime suspect
in a string of his own mob killings
THE paedophile suspected of kidnapping Madeleine McCann is only in the frame because German
cops think they are smarter than British police, his lawyer claims. Three-year-old Madeleine
vanished ...
Madeleine McCann suspect’s lawyer claims he’s ‘only in frame because German police
think they’re smarter’
Joseph kinyua murimi, the prime suspect in the murder of 24-year-old Velvine Nungari kinyanjui will
continue enjoying his freedom after his bail and bond terms were extended by a Kiambu court for a
fu ...
Kiambu Court extends bail and bond terms of the prime suspect in the murder of Velvine
Nungari
The Lil Yase homicide investigation took an unexpected turn when two prime suspects were
arrested on suspicion of homicide, and then released from jail less than 48 hours later because
prosecutors ...
Justice for rapper Lil Yase in limbo after suspects freed from jail
Murimi previously told police he met Velvine at Ruiru’s Destiny Park where she worked and asked
her out on a date.
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